We report observations of characteristic reservoir oscillations induced by persistent circulation in saturated 'He films for several different geometries. The shape of the oscillation structure appears to be in qualitative agreement with the predictions of Campbell. Within the constraints imposed by theoretical approximations and uncertainties in the experimental parameters, the quantitative agreement is satisfactory.
Our initial measurements4 were motivated by (i) the work of Hallock and Flint' who concluded that the damping of Atkins oscillatiops between two reservoirs could be adequately accounted for by a, mechanism first proposed by Robinson, ' and hence was not due to processes within the film, and (ii) by the lack of observation of persistent currents in saturated films in the thick-film experiments of Wagner. ' The experiments we report here were motivated primarily by Campbell, "' who showed theoretically that reservoir oscillation anomalies' " seen in various saturated film flow experiments could be explained by the presence of persistent film currents and who predicted characteristic oscillation structure for various geometries.
In this section we give a brief account of a number of previous persistent-current experiments.
Section II is devoted to a brief review of oscillations between two reservoirs connected by saturated film along a single flow path. We then introduce Campbell's ' ' 6 extended their investigatipns to unsaturated films. Utilizing ( 14) where z0 represents the heater-induced level difference. Equation (12) then becomes z, ,", =2zp[1 -eP+(ez, "/2zp) ]'~, (15) where e once again represents the trapping efficiency and we take i "-2z0. This type of behavior is observed in Fig. 6 Campbell' s theory' predicts that a persistent circulation can be induced without the use of a heater, and that the presence of the persistent current will be signaled by an anomalous characteristic initial peak in the oscillation structure. This anomalous peak, as shown in Fig. 7 , can be generated in the apparatus of Fig. 2 Fig. 9 (in which the initial state consists of a large persistent current opposing the steps) to Note that no anomalous peak is visible until the last displacement, and that the oscillation amplitudes tend to grow with each step. For the displacements where no anomalous peak is visible, one can relate v, (t ), the velocity in the long flow path at point a (see Fig. 7 ) to the oscillation amplitude z, by z (f ) -&uz, , -a, 6, +a,v, (t ), (17) where the first and second relationships are consequences of the sinusoidal nature of the oscillations and mass continuity, respectively. If the initial v, is large and negative-the case for Fig.   9 -the fluid in the long flow path will be decelerated during each run-in until v, = 0; from then on the displacements will accelerate v, . As v, (f ) proceeds from a large negative value to a positive value one has from Eq. (17) that z, will increase as demonstrated in Fig. 9 . Because there is dissipation during each of the plunger steps shown in Fig. 9 the circulation changes and the persistent current velocity is gradually reduced and accelerated in the step direction as shown.
Changes are much less dramatic for the case of an initial persistent current prepared such that v, is large and in the same sense as the displacements. For example, in Fig. 10 Figure 12 shows data similar to that in Fig. 11 from an experiment with a different geometry. While the qualitative behavior of the oscillations are the same for the two experiments, Fig. 12 shows generally larger oscillations relative to the step height and the anomalous peak height. We would expect such behavior when E, is reduced relative to /, . Referring again to Fig. 7 it is clear that if the fluid in the long flow path, possessing less effective mass, is decelerated more quickly from o'. to z then the emptying rate of the reservoir will be reduced. If this is so we would expect the fluid moving through the short Qow path at v, to regain point p more quickly. Since less time is spent dissipating energy between P and y the subsequent oscillations are larger in amplitude.
As Campbell' has pointed out, smallleveldisplacements can be used to test for the presence of circulation in a multiply connected geometry. Figure 13 illustrates how such a test may be made. Fig. 7 we have (macroscopically a = 1, whereas in Fig, 14 a=0.85. While the trace in Fig. 7 shows a sharp peak followed by an almost linear return to the equilibrium level, Fig. 14 Fig. 16 , Figure 17 focuses specifically on the character of the initial peak. The sequence clearly illustrates that as the equilibrium level displacement (and so the velocity in the long flow path at &) increases, so must the anomalous peak height and the time from P to y. At the same time the amplitude of the oscillations about the new equilibrium level tends to decrease. In Fig. 18 we plot the peak height (P) and the subsequent oscillation amplitude (/I) versus the normalized displacement (z/z, ) for the data in Fig. 17 Note that for the intermediate displacements (Fig. 17) , small-amplitude high-frequency oscillations~'" are superimposed on the Atkins' oscillations. These oscillations represent a third sound resonance" excited by the temperature and film 
